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Abstract. Most Machine Learning research evaluates the best solutions in terms of performance. However, in
the race for the best performing model, many important aspects are often overlooked when, on the contrary, they
should be carefully considered. In fact, sometimes the gaps in performance between different approaches are
neglectable, whereas factors such as production costs, energy consumption, and carbon footprint must take into
consideration. Large Language Models (LLMs) are extensively adopted to address NLP problems in academia
and industry. In this work, we present a detailed quantitative comparison of LLM and traditional approaches
(e.g. SVM) on the LexGLUE benchmark, which takes into account both performance (standard indices) and
alternative metrics such as timing, power consumption and cost, in a word: the carbon-footprint. In our analysis,
we considered the prototyping phase (model selection by training-validation-test iterations) and in-production
phases separately, since they follow different implementation procedures and also require different resources.
The results indicate that very often, the simplest algorithms achieve performance very close to that of large
LLMs but with very low power consumption and lower resource demands. The results obtained could suggest
companies to include additional evaluations in the choice of Machine Learning (ML) solutions.

Keywords: NLP, text mining, green AI, green NLP, carbon footprint, energy consumption, evaluation.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, we have observed a critical paradigm shift in the field of NLP. The
increasing diffusion of end-to-end approaches led to the development of a broad set of Large
Language Models (LLMs) based on different neural network architectures and consisting
of billions of parameters. Given their huge training and deployment costs, these giant
models are typically exclusive to the handful of global companies (i.e., Google, Microsoft)
that can sustain such costs. They are typically released as pre-trained models and require
a fine-tuning step to refine the model based on the customer’s requirements. However,
they require vast amounts of resources to operate in terms of hardware and energy. Most
academics, data scientists, or insiders often ignore aspects of energy consumption, but the
increasing energy-hungry computation trend raises some relevant concerns. From an ethical
and social point of view, we are all witnesses to severe climate change due to pollution and
CO2 emissions. From an economic and industrial point of view, however, in recent years,
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the energy cost has reached extremely high levels, and having good light Machine Learning
solutions can be of vital for companies.

In this article we present a comparative analysis of two widely used families of text
classification models in terms of performance and power consumption. In particular, the
investigation aims to explore the balance between the performance and carbon footprint
of several models based on (1) Large Language Models (LLM) and on (2) Support Vector
Machines (SVM) when employed in a vertical domain. On the performance side, the stan-
dard classification metric F1 is considered, while on the green side, the energy consumption
(KWh), the estimated costs (C) and CO2 production are valued. The tests were carried
out using the LexGLUE benchmark and the results show that, in many cases, lightweight
models obtain excellent performance at significantly lower costs. These results suggest
further in-depth studies on the use of Deep Learning approaches in industry and underline
the need to consider several aspects in addition to the quality of the predictions when
selecting the best ML solution in NLP projects.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports the related works and provides
some of the reasons that led us to carry out this analysis and experimentation. In Section 3,
the details of the investigation are described, such as the models and the datasets employed,
while in Section 4, we report the results of the experiments and outline the emerging
considerations. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and possible ideas for future works.

2 Related Work and Motivation

Training and deployment cost of deep neural networks have escalated enormously in
the last decade, which drives modern ML models into the energy-hungry trail. These
developments lead some researchers to draw attention to models’ efficiency and potential
adaptations. Many studies have addressed the problem of model size compression through
different approaches, such as knowledge distillation [15], pruning [24], quantization [9], and
vocabulary transfer [8]. However, although in many areas, a communication strategy based
on the green-friendly is increasingly present (as in Google 1 and Amazon 2), in the Artificial
Intelligence (AI) research field, this topic has not yet played an important role, and it is not
receiving the proper attention. In recent years the topic of the eco-sustainability of artificial
intelligence started to be addressed but despite the attempt to highlight the importance of
environmental consideration, only a few works appear in the literature [14]. In [21], the
authors report a comparison between some models of neural networks used in NLP in terms
of energy consumption and CO2 production. In the paper, they describe how the energy
required for one training cycle of a transformer-based NLP model produces much more
CO2 than the average human produces in a year. In this work, however, the analysis does
not include lightweight methods (such as SVM), and it does not correlate the costs with the
performance. In [17], the authors propose a deep meditation for the eco-sustainability of

1 https://sustainability.google/carbon-free/
2 https://sustainability.aboutamazon.com
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AI and outline an essential prevalence of Red AI compared to Green AI in the scientific
field. In particular, they analyze a sample of papers published in top AI conferences and
show how the efficiency topic is highly uncommon. The results are sketched in the figure 1.
At the same time, some tools for evaluating the Carbon-Footprint have been presented

Fig. 1: Trend of accuracy and efficiency in AI papers. The charts were
recreated with data from [17].

in the literature, as by [12] and [11]. In particular, in [11], the “codecarbon” library is
presented, and nowadays, it is one of the most used tools for measuring an algorithm’s
energy consumption and carbon footprint.

We were prompted to our investigation by the fact that, from the analysis of the works
in the literature addressing the eco-sustainability of AI, none of them was proposing a
combined analysis related to performance with energy consumption, costs, and carbon
footprint in a real business scenario. Instead, we believe that an analysis of this type should
always be carried out in the evaluation of Artificial Intelligence solutions since this trend
towards ever larger models (and therefore an even more energy-hungry computation) raises
significant concerns and, in many real cases, is not necessary. From an ethical and social
point of view, we can all see the serious results of climate change due to pollution and, in
particular, CO2 emissions. Most countries are developing alternative solutions to fossil fuels,
but a more conscious use of resources is also essential. The world of AI-related companies
must also do its part and focus on technologies and solutions that are also environmentally
friendly without, of course, losing in performance. Besides that, a problem of democratic
access to resources exists. The race to increase the size of neural network models has
resulted in them being the prerogative of a few global IT companies, leaving out most of
both university and private research laboratories and small companies. This cycle is also
known as "the rich get richer". On the other hand, from an economic and industrial point of
view, it is known that the energy cost has reached extremely high in recent years. For this
reason, finding lightweight AI solutions can represent significant cost savings, which can be
crucial for the survival of companies.



For all these reasons, we believe that the presented analysis can be instrumental in
suggesting that, in many real cases, even other aspects can be considered in addition to
performance when choosing an AI solution.

3 The investigation

In this article we present a comparative analysis of two widely used families of text
classification models in terms of performance and power consumption. The investigation
aims to explore the balance between the performance and carbon footprint of different
models based on (1) Large Language Models (LLM) and on (2) Support Vector Machines
(SVM) when employed in a vertical domain. Our goal is to reproduce a typical situation in
the real world where usually the analyzed documents concern a specific domain of interest
(e.g., financial, legal, health). In particular, in this study, we chose to address the “legal”
area, selecting a standard benchmark for this sector, the LexGLUE.

3.1 The benchmark

Following the spread of multitask benchmarks in the NLP field, such as GLUE and Super-
GLUE, the LexGLUE Benchmark [5] was recently released. The LexGLUE (Legal General
Language Understanding Evaluation) benchmark is a collection of seven datasets focused
on the legal domain and built for evaluating model performance across a diverse set of legal
NLP tasks. The first version of the benchmark3 only covers the English language. However,
more datasets, tasks, and languages are expected to be added in later versions of LexGLUE
as new legal NLP datasets become available. The seven datasets were built using different

Dataset Data Type Task Train/Validation/Test Classes
ECtHR (Task A) ECHR Multi-label classification 9,000/1,000/1,000 10+1
ECtHR (Task B) ECHR Multi-label classification 9,000/1,000/1,000 10+1

SCOTUS US Law Multi-class classification 5,000/1,400/1,400 14
EUR-LEX EU Law Multi-label classification 55,000/5,000/5,000 100
LEDGAR Contracts Multi-class classification 60,000/10,000/10,000 100
Unfair ToS Contracts Multi-label classification 5,532/2,275/1,607 8+1
CaseHOLD US Law Multiple choice QA 45,000/3,900/3,900 n/a

Table 1: Statistics about the seven datasets included in the LexGLUE
benchmark.

legal sources, including the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), the U.S. Supreme
Court (SCOTUS), the European Union legislation (EUR-LEX), the U.S. Security Exchange
Commission (LEDGAR), the Terms of Service from famous online platforms (Unfair-ToS)
and a Case Holdings on Legal Decisions (CaseHOLD). The dataset details are summarized
in Table 1 and they are deeply described in the original paper [5].

3 https://github.com/coastalcph/lex-glue
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3.2 Models

For the study, we choose two families of models largely-used in the text classification
task: LLM and SVM. From the first group (LLM), we selected three BERT-based models:
BERT, LegalBERT and DistilBERT; from the second group (SVM), we chose two feature
representations: the classic Bag-Of-Word (BoW) and an advanced representation enriched
with linguistic and semantic features. In the experiments, where possible, we reproduced
the same configurations reported in the original LexGLUE experimentation [5].

BERT-based models – BERT [7] is one of the most popular LLMs and it is based on
the transformer architecture. It is available as a model pre-trained on a massive dataset
of general-purpose documents, thus representing a good generic language model. It has
reported excellent results in the field of text analysis and NLP but, being based on a large
deep neural network, requires a lot of resources to run.
Moreover, when dealing with a specific domain, having a language model that builds
language statistics from the terminology used in the particular domain could be helpful.
Thus, some variants of BERT have been proposed in the literature where they have been
re-trained on domain-specific documents. Since, we faced the legal domain, we included
also LegalBERT [4] in the comparative analysis, a derived BERT model which has been
pre-trained on legal corpora such as legislation, contracts, and court cases.
Finally, since our analysis addresses energy consumption and this is closely related to
the size of the model, we also included DistilBERT [16] in the evaluation, a scaled-down
version of the original BERT model obtained by using distillation.

SVM-based approaches – Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [6] are well-established
Machine Learning models, that have been widely used also in text categorization for
decades [13,19]. They work by identifying a small optimal subset of the training examples
that best define the separation hyperplane. Furthermore, they involve the use of kernels that
allow the identification of nonlinear hyperplanes of separations.
As a first SVM-based approach, we selected a very simple and basic setup consisting of
a linear kernel SVM on top of a Bag-Of-Word (BoW) representation which has been the
most widely used approach for text categorization problems for many years [13].
Furthermore, we also considered an approach that combines the standard text representation
(BoW) with additional linguistic and semantic features. This approach has also been widely
used in past years, demonstrating good results in text classification problems [1,18,23]. We
also selected such an approach to test whether the inclusion of external linguistic knowledge
in the feature space can lead to a reduction in model complexity (and therefore a reduction in
energy consumption) without a significant performance loss. In this approach, a preliminary
NLP step produces a set of linguistic and semantic features (e.g. lemmas, Part-Of-Speech
tags, concepts, etc.) that is combined with the standard Bag-Of-Word representation. The
new augmented feature space is then used to train Machine Learning models. For the NLP
analysis, we used the expert.ai hybrid natural language platform, while a linear SVM was



used as the on-top ML classifier. The expert.ai natural language platform consists in an
integrated environment for deep language understanding and provides a complete natural
language workflow with end-to-end support for annotation, labeling, model training, testing
and workflow orchestration 4.

In the paper we will refer to these two approaches as SVMbow and SVMnlp, respectively.

3.3 Experimental setup

The comparative analysis was carried out using both performance-oriented metrics and
indices related to the eco-friendly. For the performance, we used the standard F1 score
(both micro mF1 and macro MF1), while for the eco-friendly we estimated the energy
consumption (KWh), the costs (C) and the carbon footprint (CO2) consumed by each
approach. Furthermore, for a better understanding of the costs/benefits of the analyzed
approaches, we have also separately evaluated the cost in energy terms of the prediction
phase alone. In fact, in the industrial field, this step is the one that is performed with much
higher frequency than the training phase. For the evaluation of the energy consumption, we
employed “codecarbon”5, a widely used library that allows measuring the energy consumed
by the system in executing a sequence of instructions, also including the possible use of
GPU [11]. In particular, we replicated the same experiments reported in the LexGLUE
article by including the “codecarbon” library instructions for measuring energy-related
indices directly in the authors’ code. For the SVMnlp approach, we also considered the step
of the NLP analysis. Finally, we did not include the CaseHOLD dataset since, unlike the
others, it was released for a Question Answering (QA) task that significantly differs from
text classification. Experiments were carried out on an Intel Xeon processor-based server
with 503GB of RAM equipped with an NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU with 49GB of dedicated
RAM.

4 Experimental results

Typically, NLP project development involves two main phases: (a) model training and
evaluation, where data scientists iteratively perform training-validation-test steps to assess
the solution (R&D phase) and (b) final delivery and production, in which the selected model
is released and used in a production environment. Therefore, we performed two types of
investigations. First, we compared models in terms of performance and energy consumption
during a typical train/validation/test procedure. In the second, we compared the energy and
time required by the models to make predictions on a fixed number of documents.

4 https://www.expert.ai/products/expert-ai-platform/
5 https://github.com/mlco2/codecarbon/
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4.1 R&D Scenario

In the first analysis, we simulated the R&D phase of a project. This activity is involved in
the system’s initial setup and is often repeated several times. The number of trials depends
on the project’s characteristics and nuances; in many cases, it can be significant, making
the estimate of the effort unreliable. In the following, we report the comparative analysis
individually for each dataset in terms of (a) performance, using the F1 score, both micro
(mF1) and macro (MF1) averaging, and (b) energy consumption (KWh), costs (C) and
carbon footprint (CO2) estimated for each experiment.

ECtHR Datasets – The results of the tests on the two European Court of the Human
Rights (ECtHR) datasets [2] are reported in Table 2. In both datasets, the SVMnlp approach
results to be the most eco-friendly while remaining with the same performance as SVMbow.
In particular, both SVM-based models show quite lower performance than BERT and
LegalBERT but the latter report at least 40 and up to 75 times higher energy consumption
of the SVMnlp approach. On the other hand, DistilBERT reports intermediate consumption
(from 3 to 20 times higher than SVMnlp) but with performances in some cases even lower.

Metric SVMbow SVMnlp BERT LegalBERT DistilBERT

E
C

tH
R

A

mF1 0.65 0.65 0.71 0.70 0.62
MF1 0.52 0.52 0.64 0.64 0.56
KWh ×1.95 1 ×73.93 ×74.25 ×23.98

C ×1.95 1 ×73.93 ×74.25 ×23.98
CO2 ×1.32 1 ×23.42 ×23.52 ×7.60

E
C

tH
R

B

mF1 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.80 0.71
MF1 0.65 0.65 0.73 0.73 0.61
KWh ×1.56 1 ×62.49 ×36.56 ×3.39

C ×1.56 1 ×62.49 ×36.56 ×3.39
CO2 ×1.16 1 ×21.83 ×5.00 ×1.78

Table 2: Classification performances and the energy consumption results of
different models on ECtHR datasets.

EUR-LEX – Table 3 reports the assessment results of the European Union Legislation
(EUR-LEX) dataset [3]. Even in this dataset, the SVMnlp model remains the most eco-
friendly maintaining extremely acceptable performances. In particular, it demonstrates good
performance with approximately half the power consumption of SVMbow and approximately
three times lower than BERT-based approaches. In this case, however, the energy saving
and pollution rates are proportionally lower than in the previous case.

LEDGAR – In Table 4, we report the results on the Labeled Electronic Data Gathering,
Analysis, and Retrieval system (LEDGAR) dataset [22]. In this case, the SVMnlp approach
reports both the best performance and the best power consumption values. In fact, it shows



Metric SVMbow SVMnlp BERT LegalBERT Distil-BERT

E
U

R
-L

E
X

mF1 0.71 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.74
MF1 0.51 0.50 0.57 0.57 0.46
KWh ×1.85 1 ×4.81 ×4.89 ×1.91

C ×1.85 1 ×4.81 ×4.89 ×1.91
CO2 ×1.12 1 ×1.56 ×1.58 ×1.62

Table 3: The classification performances and the energy consumption results
of different models on EUR-LEX dataset.

energy saving rates of up to 80 times compared to fully BERT-based approaches. DistilBERT
also shows acceptable performance but with energy consumption still significantly higher
than SVMnlp.

Metric SVMbow SVMnlp BERT LegalBERT Distil-BERT

L
E

D
G

A
R

mF1 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88
MF1 0.82 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.81
KWh ×1.67 1 ×53.21 ×77.71 ×24.28

C ×1.67 1 ×53.21 ×77.71 ×24.28
CO2 ×1.34 1 ×20.05 ×29.28 ×9.15

Table 4: Classification performance and the energy consumption results of
different models on LEDGAR dataset.

SCOTUS – The results obtained on the US Supreme Court (SCOTUS) dataset [20] are
reported in Table 5. They confirm the same trend as the previous case. Furthermore, in this
case, the SVMnlp approach significantly outperforms the other models while remaining
the best option in terms of consumption. In particular, it shows F1 values about 10 points
higher than both BERT and DistilBERT, and 3 points higher than LegalBERT. These results
are obtained while maintaining energy savings of approximately 2 times compared to
DistilBERT and 15-20 times compared to LegalBERT and BERT, respectively.

Metric SVMbow SVMnlp BERT LegalBERT Distil-BERT

SC
O

T
U

S

mF1 0.78 0.79 0.68 0.76 0.68
MF1 0.69 0.70 0.58 0.67 0.57
KWh ×1.33 1 ×19.36 ×15.10 ×1.95

C ×1.33 1 ×19.36 ×15.10 ×1.95
CO2 ×1.08 1 ×5.28 ×4.12 ×1.53

Table 5: Classification performances and the energy consumption results of
different models on SCOTUS dataset.

Unfair ToS – The results of the tests on the Unfair Terms of Services (Unfair ToS)
dataset [10] can be seen in Table 6. Unfair-ToS is the smallest data set in the LexGLUE
benchmark. The tests show that the SVMbow model reports the best values regarding energy
savings while maintaining performance very close to the best models. However, even in



this case, the SVMnlp model stands up to the excellent competition in performance and
energy savings with very close outcomes. Although BERT-based models report the best
performances, a serious concern may arise about their energy consumption which is an
average of 30 times and 60 times compared to the SVMnlp approach and the SVMbow,
respectively.

Metric SVMbow SVMnlp BERT LegalBERT Distil-BERT

U
nf

ai
r-

To
S

mF1 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96
MF1 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.80
KWh ×0.55 1 ×62.11 ×46.53 ×30.05

C ×0.55 1 ×62.11 ×46.53 ×30.05
CO2 ×0.42 1 ×21.85 ×16.37 ×10.57

Table 6: Classification performances and the energy consumption results of
different models on Unfair-ToS dataset.

4.2 The “in production” scenario

After the research and development phase (model selection by training-validation-test
iterations) and the selection of the final solution, the model can be deployed in the production
environment. Production is the final step of the machine learning life-cycle in industry.
The model will be executed very frequently to analyze an actual stream of documents
and produce predictions. In our analysis, we aimed to compare the energy requirements of
different models when employed in the production step. For each model and each dataset, we
performed the investigation for a standard bunch of documents. In particular, we considered
a bunch composed of 100 documents as a representative of a real-world case. Accordingly,
we evaluated the resource requirement in the prediction step by randomly selecting 100
documents from test splits of each dataset of the LexGLUE benchmark. Performance values
(F1 scores) are not available in this analysis since they can only be evaluated in the R&D
phase. The results are reported in Table 7.

In Table 7, we can see how the SVMbow approach reports the lowest values of energy
consumption (and therefore cost and CO2). However, the SVMnlp model is still an excellent
solution showing energy indexes between 2-25 times the lightest SVMbow. On the other
hand, even in this phase, the BERT-based models have reported extremely high energy
consumption values, in some cases even reaching a factor of 4000 times those of a standard
SVMbow.

Considering the excellent results obtained both in the R&D phase and in the “in-
production” scenario, the SVMnlp approach emerges as an excellent competitor, perfectly
balancing performance (F1 scores very close to BERT-based models) and eco-friendly
(energy consumption and optimal CO2 emissions as the baseline SVMbow model).



Metric SVMbow SVMnlp BERT LegalBERT Distil-BERT

ECtHR A
Time ∼0.50sec ∼10sec ∼20sec ∼21sec ∼13sec
KWh ×1 ×2.70 ×577.06 ×576.81 ×342.32

C ×1 ×2.70 ×577.06 ×576.81 ×342.32
CO2 ×1 ×5.77 ×55.37 ×55.35 ×32.85

ECtHR B
Time ∼0.40sec ∼9sec ∼21sec ∼20sec ∼13sec
KWh ×1 ×2.68 ×665.10 ×649.21 ×394.62

C ×1 ×2.68 ×665.10 ×649.21 ×394.62
CO2 ×1 ×5.73 ×63.82 ×62.30 ×37.87

EUR-LEX
Time ∼0.1sec ∼2sec ∼11sec ∼11sec ∼10sec
KWh ×1 ×2.14 ×483.03 ×533.24 ×337.77

C ×1 ×2.14 ×483.03 ×533.24 ×337.77
CO2 ×1 ×6.36 ×64.61 ×71.33 ×45.18

LEDGAR
Time ∼0.02sec ∼1sec ∼12sec ∼12sec ∼11sec
KWh ×1 ×5.11 ×2523.67 ×2640.76 ×1743.25

C ×1 ×5.11 ×2523.67 ×2640.76 ×1743.25
CO2 ×1 ×15.21 ×337.59 ×353.25 ×233.19

SCOTUS
Time ∼1.4sec ∼1m20sec ∼12sec ∼13sec ∼11sec
KWh ×1 ×4.40 ×32.71 ×34.72 ×21.45

C ×1 ×4.40 ×32.71 ×34.72 ×21.45
CO2 ×1 ×13.10 ×4.38 ×4.64 ×2.87

Unfair ToS
Time ∼0.01sec ∼0.60sec ∼11sec ∼12sec ∼10sec
KWh ×1 ×7.66 ×3765.22 ×4112.35 ×3381.16

C ×1 ×7.66 ×3765.22 ×4112.35 ×3381.16
CO2 ×1 ×22.79 ×503.67 ×550.10 ×452.29

Table 7: Comparison of time and energy consumption of the models for each
dataset in the production scenario.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a comparative study of several models commonly used in text
classification in terms of performance (F1), energy consumption (KWh), costs (C) and
carbon footprint (CO2), when used in a specific domain. In particular, we chose to address
the “legal” area using the benchmark LexGLUE, a collection of seven datasets focused
on the legal domain. For the analysis, we choose two families of models largely-used in
the text classification task: LLM and SVM. From the first group (LLM-based models), we
selected three BERT-based models: BERT, LegalBERT and DistilBERT; from the second
group (SVM-based approaches), we chose a linear SVM which was investigated using two
feature representations: the classic Bag-Of-Word (SVMbow) and an advanced representation
enriched with linguistic and semantic features (SVMnlp).

The investigation aimed to explore the balance between performance and economic and
ecological considerations of some different text categorization approaches when used in a
real-world scenario. Thus, we carried out two types of investigations. We first considered
an R&D scenario where a typical training/validation/test procedure is performed. Secondly,
we considered the “in production” scenario, where the model has been deployed and is
continuously invoked to analyze a real flow of documents and produce predictions.



The results show that a SVMnlp approach can achieve LLM performance in most of the
LexGLUE datasets, with significant energy savings and CO2 reduction. Elsewhere, concerns
arise about how much additional energy can be justified for a few percent improvements in
performance. Is this progress worth hundreds/thousands of energy consumption? Looking
at the results obtained in both scenarios, the SVMnlp model seems to be an excellent ML
solution, perfectly balancing performance (F1 scores very close to BERT-based models) and
cost and eco-compatibility, with significant energy savings. Although some collaborative
research on this subject has been presented in the literature [14], eco-friendly ML has
yet to receive the attention it deserves. The trend towards larger deep neural networks
should include also energy consumption and eco-friendly considerations, which should
be significant points of this paradigm shift. The results presented in this work could lead
machine learning researchers to include an environmental analysis in their activities.
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